
TESTING FOR ABILITY IN MANAGEMENT
By PAUL B. COFFMAN

MANAGEMENT always has been
the most important part of busi-
ness, for goods could hardly be

produced or distributed without the
enterprise and initiative of man. Those
responsible for the operations of a
business have a difficult task, for
conditions within their company and
outside it are constantly changing.
Companies are most successful when
their executives have the greatest abil-
ity to meet new and changing condi-
tions. One executive sometimes has
this superior ability in part, but more
often "ability" in management is
created by a happy combination of
talents.* During periods of prosperity
many concerns appear successful be-
cause their profits are large. People
are prone to believe that management
is responsible, but subsequent depres-
sions, when these firms fail or their
managements are changed, disprove
this belief. Where more rapid but less
violent changes than those brought
about by a business cycle exist, a
business may not fail nor may its
management be changed so quickly, if
at all. An analysis of the quality of
the management in these companies is
more difficult.

There are several tests that may be
used for measuring the ability of
management, and these .tests can be
applied to some situations more easily
than to others. Naturally the obser-
vations made must vary according to
the circumstances within a company,
the forces at work outside a company,

' Arch Wilkinion Shaw, An Approach to Business
Problimt, p. 15.

and the conditions present in the
particular industry. No hard and fast
rules can be given, and it would be a
mistake to believe that any devices
could be placed in a strait-jacket. At
all times jSexibility and adaptability
in the use of the tests are essential.
Were these tests applied to all com-
panies, people might be less prone to
believe that companies, which in reality
were merely enjoying good fortune,
were successful because of good man-
agement; also such people might be
more willing to give greater credit
where it was due.

Organization and Control

One very good test of the ability of
management is its organization and
system of control. Control is defined
as the government and administration
of a business which not only furnishes
effective coordination of all divisions
and reasonable correlation of all activi-
ties but also provides for proper delega-
tion of authority and allocation of
responsibility. A control system which
brings about fine organization by effec-
tively coordinating all the divisions
of a business is a very good indication
of ability' in management. Indeed it
can safely be said that ability in
management and exceptional control
are inseparable;* that one cannot be

' In the booklet, The Growth 0/ Chrysler, published
by the Chrysler Motor Corporation, the following
statement appears: "The growth of Chrysler is a
romance of American industry. Ask Walter P.
Chrysler what is the secret of it, and he will answer:
'Fine organization'; ask the members of the organi-
zation what is the secret, and they answer: 'Creative
leadership.' '
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had without the other. Naturally,
methods of control must be as varied as
business, and this emphasizes the need
for great ability to devise that system
which will give the best results. It is
obvious that a chain of grocery stores
would be best controlled by one kind
of system, while a single manufacturing
plant simultaneously producing a qual-
ity product and a cheap product would
be best controlled by another. Equally
obvious are the different natures of the
control problem that are presented in
these two extreme cases. Occasionally
the same system might be used and
applied in an identical manner, but
these would be the unusual and not the
usual cases. Some managements are
prone to adopt a system of control in
one company because it has worked
well in another. The duPonts, for
example, adopted several policies in the
General Motors Corporation which had
worked well in the E. I. duPont
de Nemours Company, and again
adopted certain policies in the United
States Rubber Company which had
worked effectively in the General
Motors Corporation. But in such in-
stances, variations are necessary and,
where cognizance is not taken of this
fact, irregularities and inefficiencies
creep in despite the management's
efforts to put its plan through.

It is likely that the General Motors
Corporation is as well-organized and
controlled as any of the large corpora-
tions in this country. The problem
(if managing this company was met by
developing a decentralized executive
force and administrative organization.
Each division, such as the Buick Motor
Company and the Frigidaire Corpora-
tion, is in charge of an executive who
has full authority in the particular
division, subject only to general poli-
cies. In order to have the greatest

possible cooperation between divisions,
a number of interdivisional-relations
committees were organized, thus enab-
ling the functional executives of the
various divisions to secure the benefits
of group action and group activity.
The most important of these are the
general purchasing committee, the gen-
eral sales committee, the operations
committee, and the works managers
committee. The membership of these
committees includes the president and
a vice president of the holding corpora-
tion, as well as all the corresponding
functional executives of the various
divisions. Committee action, how-
ever, is subservient to divisional author-
ity, for it might or might not be
accepted by the divisional representa-
tives. This decentralized organization
is a very important feature, but the
corporation is controlled by a central
authority; that is, all details of manage-
ment are governed by the divisional
executives, but coordination among the
divisions is maintained and operating
policies are dictated by the executive
committee of the holding company. A
finance committee working in conjunc-
tion with the executive committee
determines the general financial poli-
cies. An effective system of reports
keeps all the divisions, as well as the
executive committee, apprised of the
company's general activities, and a
well-developed system of budgets and
standards affords a check upon the
operations of each division.

Any control system must be flexible
and must lend itself to change, whether
it be expansion, contraction, or innova-
tion. The essence of control is flexi-
bility, for its particular purpose is not
only to keep all executives and all
branches of a business apprised as to
what the other divisions are doing, but
also to keep the personnel in line and
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always effectively working for a com-
mon cause. Where the human element
is involved, it would be the sheerest
folly in any plan to attempt a control
project by strait-jacket methods.

Further, any control system must
be devoid of top-heaviness and must
not attempt too much. The more the
flow of work and of information is
clogged with details, the less likely it is
to be effective. Executives today have
time only for consideration of the key
or pivotal issues; the details must be
taken care of elsewhere. For example,
the Jewel Tea Company several years
ago made certain important changes
in its sales organization and adopted a
more flexible merchandising policy,
these being indispensable to an intensi-
fied sales campaign which it was
conducting. The salesforce was de-
centralized, and branch managers were
given relief from immediate supervision
of salesmen by the appointment of
group managers, each responsible for a
particular group of salesmen. Under
this new arrangement a branch man-
ager "had time to plan sales, keep a
close check on inventory, select his men
properly, and be a real executive."
These were the key issues and were
effectively considered for the first time
under the new plan.

Balancing of significant issues and
details, of course, is a delicate matter,
for it is difficult to know where the key
information ends and the details begin.
If a neat balance in the flow of work and
of information exists, it is evident that
there is ability in management. Lack
of balance indicates lack of ability.
Naturally it is easy to write of these
matters, but much more difficult actu-
ally to exercise the judgment necessary
to develop the fine points.

Care and precision in the installation
and development of a control system

are indispensable, as is evidenced by
the experience of a large organization
in recently installing a budget, one
device of control. Prior to any at-
tempt to install the budget, the execu-
tives in charge sent preliminary
literature and instructions to all the
managers and key men who would
later be involved in it. Meetings were
held at the central office to clear up
points and to afford an opportunity
for those not favorably disposed to give
vent to their ideas. Gradually, diffi-
culties were ironed out and impedi-
ments were removed, so that at the end
of two months the first blank schedules
were circulated. At first, the estimates
were somewhat out of line, and the
reports were irregularly sent in from
some of the departments. But by
handling the offenders carefully and
by offering assistance and encourage-
ment, the budget became a smoothly
working control device. At the end
of six months the management of the
company considered the installation of
the budget one of the most important
steps it had taken. Results seem to
bear this out. Had the management,
however, attempted to push tlie budget
too rapidly, failure would probably
have been the result, primarily because
of lack of sympathy and support on
the part of the personnel. The saying,
"Haste makes waste," very definitely
applies where the human element is
involved.

Many managements .start out with
good systems of control and then go to
sleep, apparently believing that <,>ncc
a good control system is installed it
will always remain a good control
system. This can hardly ever be the
case, because the business procession
is moving on rapidly and because
conditions arc changing. If a cmn-
pany wishes to maintain its position,
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it must be abreast of the times, it
must make changes. Every change
is likely to necessitate some alteration
in the method of control; for a manage-
ment to neglect this or fail to see the
need for a shift means that, instead of
being a part of the procession any
longer, it will merely be a bystander
watching the parade pass by. Either
a new management will be on its way
or the inefficiencies of poor management
will begin eating up the stockholders'
investment.

Planning and Foresight

Another indication of ability in man-
agement is the amount of planning and
foresight displayed by the manage-
ment. Wherever a plan is involved,
the future is probably a consideration,
and if it is, foresight is an indispensable
part of the plan. Until the World War
there was little long-term (five years or
longer) planning in business, the Ameri-
can Telephone and Telegraph Company
and the General Electric Company
being the two outstanding companies
which had previously been definitely
planning their business. The former
considers a twenty-five year period in
its research and specifically plans for
the next five years. The latter, since
its inception in 1892, has always
planned its business in such a manner
that the costs incurred for building
during periods of rapid expansion were
absorbed almost entirely during the
expansion period. This policy of " pay-
ing its way as it goes" has enabled the
company to junk a plant or machine
at the first signs of obsolescence, thus
avoiding the normal tendency on the
part of so many firms to excess capacity.
Most managements, until recently,
have acted first and paid later, each
shift in the industry and in competition
dictating their next move. The violent

swing ia business in the past four years,
however, has clearly indicated again
the need for a better-organized business
program; it is wiser to plan and then
act than to act and then plan. Natu-
rally the present depression makes
everyone see current problems in a
different light, so that it is likely that
much of what we are learning now will
be quickly forgotten in the next boom
period. However, if well-managed
firms like the two mentioned, and others
like Coca-Cola, American Tobacco,
Jewel Tea, and Hamilton Woolen, pass
this trying period with few difficulties,
others less fortunate will give more
attention to planning when the excite-
ment of another prosperity period
becomes rampant.

There are two phases to any plan:
first, the elements of the plan itself;
and, second, the method of carrying
out the plan.' As between these two
considerations it is likely that the latter
is of more importance than the former,
although the ideal situation would be
that in which a fine balance existed
between the plan and the method of
carrying it out. A good plan poorly
executed will bring mediocre results, "*
and a poor plan well executed may play
havoc' An average plan well carried

' Gerard Swope in one of his addresses upon plan-
ning stated that the most important and most difficult
part of any plan might be in carrying out the plan.

* The International Paper and Power Company for
several years has been following a definite plan, the
elements of which seem quite sound, but the company
is still not an exceptionally profitable concern. The
chaotic conditions in the industry, combined with a
severe business depression, have by no means sim-
plified the problem before the management of this
company. It can be fairly said, however, that the
rapidity with which the management has expanded
the company in the last few years has undoubtedly
retarded a better profit showing.

' The late William M. Wood of the American
Woolen Company had a dream of building a model
mill village. He laid a plan whereby this dream
would become a reality. The plan, however, was
poor because it was exceedingly comprehensive and
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out indicates some ability in manage-
ment; the better the combination of
the plan and its execution, the greater
the ability.

In 1925, a large company adopted a
plan, the completion of which was to
take about five years. The elements
of the plan were exceptionally sound,
since they incorporated the closing of
high-cost plants and disposing of them
with the least loss to the company, the
establishment of low-cost plants near
the sources of raw material, and the
modernizing of other plants which were
advantageously situated from a power
and market standpoint. A plan in
itself could hardly have been sounder,
but at the end of 1931 it did not seem
to be wholly successful. The plan
was not well executed: instead of
progressing slowly and surely, the com-
pany began to expand very rapidly; it
acquired many properties; it sold many
new issues of securities and absorbed
others in some of its acquisitions.
Today the industry is in a poorer
condition from a capacity standpoint
than it was five years ago, a small part
of this difficulty being directly attribut-
able to the company's activity. It
may be true that much of the capacity
is more modern; but if it takes ten or
twenty years for the industry to solve
the probjem before it, as is likely, much
of the capacity which is modern today
will be antiquated when there is need
for it, as the stockholders of the com-
pany will find out in the next few years.
A good plan poorly executed brings
mediocre results, and it is as expensive
to be ahead of a procession as it is to
be behind it.

Unfortunately, not all executives
have the same ability to devise a plan

highly inflexible. It was nevertheless executed to
perfection. The result is Shawsheen Village, which
now serves, for the most part, as a monument.

or to carry one out, as examples
already given clearly show—but
stockholders and others cannot dis-
cover this in short periods of time.
Business being complex, it is hard to
say why a given company is in difficult
straits. Who, for example, a few years
ago knew much in advance of the event
that the International Combustion
Engineering Company would fail, or
more recently that the Radio-Keith-
Orpheum would have the same experi-
ence ? Who, on the other hand, would
five years ago have believed that the
American Tobacco Company would
rank first in its industry by 1930?
One must note, of course, that the
various companies face different
problems. Some are easier to solve
than others. Managements of equal
ability might show up differently
under different circumstances. Who
would say that, if the management of
the United States Steel Corporation
were given charge of the American
Sugar Refining Company, the ills of the
latter would be solved ? Or, if the
management of the sugar company
were given charge of the steel company,
the trend of affairs of the latter would
be much more unfavorable .i" The con-
ditions of the industries in which these
two companies operate have been de-
cidedly different, and the problems
which these companies have had to
meet have been in no way similar.
The sugar industry has been in a chaotic
condition since 1921, whereas the steel
industry has fared well until the current
depression.

A plan should never contemplate
too much or be carried out too rapidly,*

' Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc., for example, in
August of 1926 exhibited its first sound picture in New
York. From that date until 1928, conditions in the
company and the industry were chaotic. Then
theaters began to install sound equipment. Several
of the company's competitors had already acquired
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for there is a definite limit to what
can be accomplished well. The greater
the undertaking, the more coordina-
tion becomes a very difficult problem;
and coordination cannot be rushed.
It is a time-consuming phase of busi-
ness; and since it is one of the more
important phases, no mistakes should
be made in a plan relative to it. Co-
ordination can be gained only by effec-
tive control, and, as already pointed
out, to work out an effective control
system is a painstaking task. Where
a management speeds up its plan (as
many aeroplane companies did in 1928
and 1929) because there is a good
securities market which will supply
any amount of financing, it is Hkely
that management lacks ability; at
least, there are reservations as to the
soundness of management. Further-
more, it must be remembered that the
fact that an executive has run a com-
paratively small business successfully
is no proof that he can operate the busi-
ness equally successfully when it has
expanded to huge dimensions. Many
executives have sadly learned that the
expansion which they fostered clearly
displayed their own limitations.

theaters. Warner Brothers owned Vitaphone, but
had few outlets. Consequently, an expansion pro-
gram was inaugurated to acquire outlets. As of
December lo, 1928, the company had a simple capital
structure composed of 550.000 shares of no par com-
mon stock. Approximately one year later the com-
pany had 288,056 shares of no par preferred, 2,627,406
shares of no par common stock, and $70,021,622 of
funded debt, and several chains of theaters which
were not of the best class because the better ttieaters
had already heen purchased by competitors. Warner
Hrotliers li,id not been exceptionally s\iccessful with

ctlon. And if it is >,'ranted that sound was .i
nary change in the art wliich would take from
n years to be properly developed, and that it

nni three to five years to properly assiimlate,
id control newly aopilred chains ot
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Furthermore, it is wiser to start with
a plan which can be expanded or
altered as occasion requires than to
promote a plan which, when placed
in operation, becomes highly inflexible
and impossible of change. A plan
usually infiuences all divisions of a
business, with the result that the larger
and more comprehensive it is, the more
is management likely to be forced to
carry it out once it has been started.
There is nothing to be gained by a
management's attempting the spec-
tacular; on the contrary, there is much
to be lost, for whereas the spectacular
may succeed once in a thousand times,
it is likely to fail the other nine hundred
and ninety-nine times. It is no mark
of ability to attempt the impossible,
even if the management should succeed.
Furthermore, since the management
is composed of the human element, it
is a sure speculation that a second
attempt will be made if the first long
shot succeeds. Such a success is likely
to produce a "Frankenstein." When
the crash comes, the probable conse-
quences will be so varied and sweeping
that a forecast of the damage would
be foolish.

In some instances a plan of large
scope irrespective of flexibility may be
the only alternative, this being es-
pecially true where a company is filled
with dry rot, where the management
has been for a long time impersonating
Rip Van Winkle, and where the com-
pany generally feels that the procession
which has passed it by was merely the
"Parade of the Wooden Soldiers"
As a matter of fact, where conditions
have become as bad as tiiis, only the
gambler's chance remains. Daring on
liic part of the management--and
It will usually bo new inanagement
m cases hko this—is absolutely essen-
tial. However, to know when daring
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is necessary, to know that the occasion
has arisen which demands it, is a real
test of the judgment of management.
To conclude that such a condition
existed, when in reality it did not, is
to subject all connected with a com-
pany to the greatest of hazards.

Moreover, any plan should always
consider the time element. Any major
endeavor of a business requires time,
and this must be nicely balanced.
Management can neither afford to be
too slow in carrying out its plan nor
can it chance too rapid an execution
of it. All factors involved must be
weighed carefully and proper emphasis
placed upon each. From such a study,
a schedule of time should be worked
out which would need changing only
as new and unforeseen circumstances
forced changes in the original plan.

Sequence of Policy Moves

The seque!nce of policy moves is a
further test of managerial ability. All
policies in business are directly tied
together. If a change or alteration
is made in one policy, it is likely that
some shifting or altering is necessary
in another. Failure to make a policy
move which was necessary would have
the same consequence as failure to see
a move in a game of solitaire. Alert
managers carefully adopt new policies
and change old ones, for policies make
the wheels go'round in business. There
must not be too many false moves.
Management cannot always be right,
but to succeed it must be right fifty-
one per cent or more of the time, and
it further must have the ability to
profit from the mistakes it makes.
As the science of business grows older,
this consideration is being more care-
fully weighed.

It is necessary to observe that there
is a difference in policies—some have

long-term consequences and others
have short-term consequences. Thus,
more time should be given to the in-
stallation or alteration of policies in
the first classification. Recently a
company, in placing a new product on
the market, adopted the policy of giv-
ing one unit to every consumer who
sent in two of the cartons in which
another of its products was sold. Ob-
viously, this policy had short-term con-
sequences, inasmuch as the purchasers
knew that the company would not
continue to give its product away.
On the other hand, several rubber com-
panies which have always produced
and sold tires under their own brands
are now also manufacturing tires for
mail-order houses under the latter's
brands. Such a policy has long-term
consequences, as these rubber com-
panies may find out later to their sorrow.
Or, to take another example, where the
results are already known, the pegging
of copper prices at l8 cents a pound
looked good while it lasted, but the
consequences have been calamitous.

Major changes in organization almost
always call for a change of policies,'
and frequently any radical changes in
personnel do the same.* In such in-
stances, it is likely that policy moves
will come by series, which means that
alert managers will not make any
policy moves until they have thor-
oughly studied the sequence or series.
To make a first policy move without
considering the consequences of others
which are necessitated is to go about
the problem blindly.

' The changes made in Warner Brothers Pictures,
Inc., and in the Jewel Tea Company, already men-
tioned, are ezamplet.

* Many policy changes were made in the Kroger
Grocery and Baking Company, the United States
Rubber Company, and the American Woolen Com-
pany, following the changes in management which
have taken place in theae companies in the last few
years.
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Recently, a large company was
placed in the hands of a new manage-
ment, which immediately decided that
many plants would have to be closed.
The plan included the closing of small
mills, many of which were high-cost
producers, and the centralizing of ac-
tivities in the larger mills. The larger
mills, although modem, are not well-
adapted to the company's purpose,
for it is now supplying a style-goods
market. Years ago the large plants
lent themselves well to production
when staple goods were the vogue and
when production for stock was in order.
To date, the management has done
little with this problem, which is by
far the most important of any it has
had to face. To centralize the produc-
tion in the large plants, without at-
tempting to revamp their layout so
that they would be more flexible and
could effectively meet the changing
demands of a style market, casts some
doubt on the ability of the manage-
ment. If the large mills cannot be
adapted to take care of small runs
economically, some of the smaller mills
may still have a place in the organiza-
tion even if considerable remodeling is
necessary.

To adopt one policy in advance of
another which is more timely may prove
unfortunate. In the present depres-
sion this has already been brought out
by those companies which continued
to pay dividends while they were
inaugurating a cut in wages or laying
off employees. Such a policy could
be expected at least to cause labor
troubles. Where one major policy is
adopted and calls for the adoption of
others, care should be exercised. The
fact that several possibilities exist does
not mean that each has equal merit in
the scheme of things, even though
individually they may seem equally

good. For management to ignore the
importance of the adqstion of the
pK^r policy in a series is to make a
serious blunder.* And it must be re-
membered that regardless of how short-
lived a policy is, it usually leaves
its mark." Some companies have
changed their policies so many times
that it can be truthfully said that they
have no policy. Generally this is a
severe indictment of the management
and comes about by virtue of starting
on one basis but failing properly to
follow through. Sequence of policies is
not to be taken lighdy.

Furthermore, each decision must be
made upon the facts and circumstances.
The fact that two companies may have
made the same major policy move does
not mean that the same follow-up
program will work successfully. For
instance, the United States Rubber
Company and the Krpger Grocery
and Baldng Company both decentral-
ized their organizations a few years ago.
The first major move made by the
rubber company after decentralization
was the inauguration of an employee
bonus system and a manager's share
plan; the grocery company installed a
budget. Both companies produce con-
sumers' goods, but one is a distributor
while the other is primarily a manu-
facturer. One of the most important
phases of a chain grocery is inventory

* Sean, Rodmck and Company decided to iupple-
ment its mait-cndte biuineu with a chain ci retail de-
partment itoret. Employees who had been excep-
tionaDy eoapetcnt in the mail-order honse were
jrfaoed in cfaarce of the retail >toR*. Many of these
men faflcd in tlieir new capacity; it is one thing to be
in chaT(c of a mail-order businesi and quite another
thing to be in charge of a retail store.

>* It is Ukdy that the instdation of the mail-order
empkqrces in the retail stores with its consequent or-
ganaatkm troable was conducive to the opinba being
current.that Sears, Roebuck and Company was still
a mailorder house; the service in the two outlets was
too similar.
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control and turnover, which can be
more effectively handled from a central
office than elsewhere. Decentraliza-
tion, however, called for a further step
to make the inventory system more
efficient and the control of store opera-
tions more effective—a budget was
just the thing. A budget was not the
most pressing need in the rubber com-
pany and probably could not have
been immediately adopted. The rubber
company in its process of decentraliza-
tion was closing plants and concentrat-
ing as well as coordinating its operations
in others. An incentive was more
important to spur the employees and
executives on to better results after the
proper plant layout had been given
them. One observation should be
made. It is likely that large salaries
were paid to fewer executives in the
grocery company than in the rubber
company, for presumably the execu-
tives of the grocery company had fewer
difficult problems to solve. Both budg-
et and bonus are control and incentive
devices, but they have different appli-
cations and they accomplish their ends
in different ways. For the grocery
company to have installed the incentive
plan or the rubber company first to
have attempted budget control would
have been to mix the sequence badly,
among other reasons because the one
was chiefly a distributor of necessities
and the other a manufacturer.

As was the case in planning, timing
is an important consideration here. To
inaugurate a policy before it is due is
to cause confusion and borrow trouble;
tardiness also has its penalties. In
football, a play succeeds or fails accord-
ing to the judgment exercised and the
exactness of the timing; so, in business,
a policy succeeds or fails. After all,
business is a game. It may not at
present be so scientific as football, but

it is rapidly making strides in that
direction.

AlUrnative Policies and Plans

The degree to which a management
considers alternative moves is a fourth
measure of ability. In practically
every act of management there are
one or more other possible moves and
these should not be lightly considered,"
for mistakes are costly even if they can
be corrected or remedied. The shrewd-
ness with which a management selects
one plan or policy over another is a
clear indication ai its ability. With
the use of hindsight it is comparatively
easy to point out the poor selections
made by many companies. It is much
more difficult at the decision point
to conclude which of a number is the
wisest move to make. In some in-
stances, although hindsight is involved,
it is difficult to see why the manage-
ment of a company failed to make
the proper move. In other instances
failures are more easily understood.
Management will always make mis-
takes, but obvious mistakes are inex-
cusable, since they clearly indicate
lack of ability. Upon the failure of
one plan, people frequently believe
that the alternative plan would have
succeeded—distant pastures always
look green. It is a matter of specula-
tion what the results of another move
would have been. With the adoption
and execution of one plan, conditions

" Percival White in his book, Forecasting, Planniitg
and BudftHnf in Business Manaftmtnt, says that
there must be a distinction between plans and policies.
A policy lays out a general line of action, while a
plan lays out a course of action for the future. He
sutes, further, that the best plans permit flexibility
and that several plans should be laid out, so that the
one which appears best to meet the situation at the
time can be adopted. Alternate plans should be pre-
pared for contingencies, and revisions should be made
as often as necessary.
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have been so changed that the other,
even if later adopted, could not be
tried under similar circumstances.

Two companies operating within the
same industry, which has been de-
pressed for the last ten years, followed
opposite policies. One elected to re-
trench and was justified in its policy
by subsequent developments; the other
decided to expand. The latter com-
pany was considerably larger, although
in poor condition; was in the hands
of new management; and had been
originally formed through a consoli-
dation. The new management had
several alternatives: (i) financial re-
organization at the outset, (2) re-
trenchment, (3) expansion, and/or
(4) adoption of policies which would
give better control, cut costs, and
coordinate the organization and opera-
tions. When this company's history is
examined, it appears that a financial
reorganization with some retrench-
ment would have been a wiser first
move, for the financial structure and
operating facilities were somewhat top-
heavy as a result of the inefficiencies of
the former management. Expansion
was a poor move because the industry
was in a chaotic condition and was
growing worse instead of better, and
there was no evidence to indicate that
this trend would change. Control
policies could have been adopted, but
it is unlikely that such policies would
have been effective because of the
cumbersome financial and operating
structure. This observation is based
upon hindsight, to be sure, and is
conjecture to the extent that no proof
can be given. However, the observa-
tion is strengthened by the fact that a
reorganization will be imperative in
the future. If this proves to be a
reality, it might be assumed from the
facts that the reorganization of the

company some time ago would have
been a more timely move.

In selecting an alternative plan, an
executive must consider the future.
In view of present circumstances one
plan may look best, but a consideration
of probable future conditions may alter
a present view considerably. Since
most plans involve the future, care
should be exercised in considering it.
Moreover, the adoption of a plan by
one company often causes competitors
or companies in other industries to
make some move which may change
the complexion of things to a great
extent. Wise managements will al-
ways endeavor to discount these moves
before adopting an alternative plan.

Other things being equal, the plan or
policy selected should be the one which
would cause the least number of
changes in an organization. Some-
times managers have no option in this
matter. Wherever they do, however,
considerable attention should be given
to the effect which each plan will have
upon the company if adopted. If a
management adopts one policy which
necessitates sweeping changes in an
organization, when another plan could
have been used without the trouble
but with equal success, ability is lacking.

Conclusion

Ability in management is an elusive
element; you can seldom place your
finger upon it. Occasionally it rests
chiefly in one individual, but more often
it comes about through a happy com-
bination of indi\^duals. The "lone-
star" executive usually has a gift, but
he is not always a good person to rely
upon. His strong features are usually
more than offset by his inability to work
with others. Furthermore, he seldom
provides for the training of executive
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understudies, because he is too im-
patient to train them; he prefers to
take care of a matter himself, for it is
quicker and safer. So long as the
king occupies the throne, all is well;
but should he be called away by ill
health or something else, troubles are
likely to arise. To get a clear idea of
this, one need only study the history of
Mr. Fox and the Fox Film Corporation.

Too often executives believe that
their success is due entirely to their
own efforts and, like Brutus, they com-
mit a terrible crime because this belief,
like Cassius, whispers flattering re-
marks in their ears. Too often the
leader ignores the pleas of those whose
judgment and effort in times gone by
have held him in check. A truly great
executive is never jealous of his position
or distrustful of his running mates.
On the other hand, he is an individual
who realizes far better than others
that one gets on by helping another
and by bestowing credit where it is
deserved.

Many times companies appear to be
successful because fortunate circum-
stances enable them to show large
profits. But profits are not the only
test. Some of the ablest executives
have displayed their gift of ability by
keeping losses at a minimum when the
losses otherwise might have grown to
huge dimensions. Casual observation
very frequently, however, will not
disclose whether the success of a firm
is attributable to luck or to good
management. Some method of diag-
nosis is necessary. "Fair-weather
managements" are eliminated in the
long run by competition, periods of
business depression, or changing con-
ditions which these managements failed

to meet. But even with these forces
operating to eliminate them, such man-
agements frequently can survive for a
considerable period without their true
nature being discovered. During this
interval, great damage may be done and
considerable money lost.

Because of the intricacies of combina-
tion from which ability comes, it is
difficult to formulate a definition of
ability in management. Like electric-
ity, we know what it does but not what
it is. Consequently, our closest ap-
proach to it is by formulating certain
tests of it. Fine organization and
control are indispensable to success
in business and thes~e are inseparable
from exceptional managerial ability.
Since the life of a business usually
covers many years, planning and fore-
sight are a prerequisite if management
expects to meet the ever-changing
conditions in industry. The wisest
executives never fail to plan their
actions for a reasonable period in the
future, for this gives order and balance
to their growth and progress. Se-
quence of policy moves, which are
directly related to planning and fore-
sight, should be as carefully considered.
And, lastly, before making any move,
the exceptional executive never fails
to consider the alternative plans. An
analyst can gain a fair estimate of
the soundness of management and can
measure its superior ability by using
the tests given. As more research is
completed upon the subject, a more
definite approach may be made; it is
doubtful, however, if a stage can ever
be reached where ability will be pro-
duced wholly through training. The
exceptional executive, like a truly great
artist, is born, not made.






